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^ % The advent of the "personal" microcomputer provides & new tool for the 
debugging* calibration and monitoring of small scale physics apparatus, &*£•» 
a single detector being developed for a larger physics apparatus. With an 
appropriate Interface these microcomputer systems provide a low tost (1/3 the 
cost of a comparable minicomputer system), convenient, dedicated, portable 
system which can be used in a fashion similar to that of portable oscilloscopes. 

Here we describe an interface between the Apple computer and CAMAC vhich 
is now being used to study the detector for a Cerenkov ring-imaging device. 
The Apple is particularly veil-suited to this application because of its ease 
of use, hi-resolution graphics, peripheral bus and documentation support. 

i. INTRODUCTION 

An early nse of dedicated computers in high-energy physics experiments was that of an 
IBM 1800 "minicomputer" in experiment E-ll at SLAC in 1967/68, This mini (meaning 16 bit) 
occupied four six-foot racks plus a card reader and printer (which used up the equivalent 
of three more rack spaces on the floor). Power consumption was measured in multiple KVA 
and was sufficient to heat the room in the mild California winters and cause air-
conditioning problems in summer. Cost, of course, reflected the newness of the idea of 
non-central computers. Nevertheless this system was spoken of as a portable system. 

Fortunately the nachines available for dedicated use have evolved to the present range 
of minicomputers from the powerful VAX's to the truly mini LSI's. These machines are wide
spread in use at SLAC and consequently are well supported by a software staff and shared 
facilities. 

However even the smallest systems .'.ike the LSI with a terminal, dual floppy disks, Lid 
printer can be considered portable only because then reside in a single rack and tun be 
moved with a single small forklift. Furthermore while excellent BASIC and FORTRAN language 
support exists, the documentation, while high in quality and detail, is somewhat Intimida
ting by its thoroughness to the occasional computer user. 

Tht. emergence of the "personal computer" has introduced a new level of portability and 
applicability to small scale physics experiments and the support associated with larger ex
periments. These systems arc* low in cost, suitcase-portable, and have simple documentation 
for highly developed languages that require no software support group. Peripherals such as 
serial, parallel, ADC and DAC interfaces are available at a fraction of the cost of similar 
devices for the big brother minis. While there is no doubt that the ultimate power of the 
minis is greater than the microcomputer-based personal computers! the impact of the la£ter 
Mill be felt where that power Is unused. In those cases the power of the personal computer 
is In ita portability and ease of use for the unsophisticated computer user. 

The cost of a personal computer system is quite low compared to the current minicompu
ters. The Apple system used in this laboratory includes dual 5*ginch floppy disks, BO col
umn themal printer, and the Pascal Language system. Its cost was $4200* The cost *)f an 
LSI system with terminal, printer, and dual 8 Inch floppy disks la currently about $12,000. 
This system does not have graphics capabilities which can be obtained at additional cost. 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AG03-76SFOQ515* 
(Contributed to the Topical Conference on Application of Microprocessors to High Enersr 
Physics Experiments, Geneva, Switzerland, May 4-6, 1981.) 
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Since CAMAC la tlie cuTrent scradaxd instrumentation buns fox high-energy physics ex
periments, the only peripheral not commercially available foe these types of computers had 
to be developed* This missing link would allow access to the CAHAC based data which Is 
generated In a test laboratory or test bench. 

2. THE COMPUTER 
The Apple computer has most of the features common to the spectrum of pergonal compu

ter a: a well-developed BASIC called Applesoft,, low resolution (40 by 4S) color graphics, 
high reaolutlon (280 by 192) graphics, analog Input devices (game paddles), staple disk 
operating system, Pascal and FORTRAN with graphics implementation. In 'don to these 
built-in features many intelligent peripherals are available Including: 5»t^nch floppy 
disks, a small thermal printer with graphics capabilities, RS232 serial Interface, analog 
to digital and digital to analog interfaces. These features are suoBtarized in Table I. 

TABLE I: Microcomputer Features 

Main frame Hardware. and So f tware £ pec i f ica t_ipns: 
6502 microprocessor 
64K bytes address space 
ROM Monitor with Disassembler S Lov resolution: 4 0 H K 4 B V . 15 colors 

, ... I280H* 192V ±n black and whits 
High resolutlon:{ 1 4 0 H K 1 9 2 v ± n fi c o l o r 8 

Sound generation 
CSBsette interface: 1500 bits per second 
. .,„ , . , I two 1S0K OHM resistive ADC's 
Gaae 1/0 interface: { t h r e e m ^ ^ f m r m ^ ^ 
Integral keyboard 
Hemory mapped video text page: A0Hx 24V characters/lines 
Integer BASIC 
Applesoft BASIC: floating point, trig functions, graphics 
Pascal: UCSD version with Turtlegraphics 
FORTRAN: conplles Pascal p-code 
Peripheral slots: ewaory napped vlth 2K PRQH capability 
Peripherals Available: 
Sit Inch floppy disk with auto start DOS 
HS232 aerial Interface 
Parallel Interface 
Thermal B0 column printer with graphics 
Graphics Tablet input device 
Multichannel ADC'a and DAC'a 
6 Inch floppy disk controller 
3 3 '4 digital voltmeter Input device 
Real-time clock 

Docuaentr.tlot. la aimple as It la written for a nontechnical market. A second level of 
hardware and software documentation exists for the more sophisticated user. 



3. CAMAFFLE: THE INTEWACE 

A simple CAMAC Crate Controllei1 is used at SMC. It permits the conputer Interface 
(Branch Driver) to be adapted regardless of speed of execution and word length* The main 
objective uas to hwe access to one or Dore CAHAC crates of information with a staple Inter
face. However with very little added circuitry this branch driver is very powerful. 

the interface uses tu> nodules. One housed within the Apple computer la a general 
purpose I/O subsystem. The other one is the Branch Driver, sailed CAMAFFL^. For couvsn--
lanes and economy it Is plugged into one of the CAMAC crates from which its ,-ower Is 
supplied. Figure 1 is a photograph of the system. 

Figure 1. Photo of System Components 

The 1/0 eubayatem Is based on the 6522 versatile Interface Adapter (VIA) Integrated 
Circuit.* Its block diagram Is shorn in figure 2. The output of the VIA drives a flat 
ribbon cable connected to the CAHAPPLE which in turn, after some decoding, drives the SUC 
CAHAC crate controllers. 
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Figure 2. 6522 Block Diagram 

4. BfSTEH StrUHENTAIiaH 

As In any coBsuter I/O system, CAKAC nodules require the specification of an address 
and function. The CAMAC address is the crate nmntjr (c). the module station (H) and a 
<onr»blt Bubaddxcss (A). The function (F) Is itself made of flue bits, a total of seven
teen bits. The achate chosen decodes the two leant significant bits of the VIA Output 
Register B (ORB) and letches the F.C.H and A Information before It la transmitted to the 
CAMAC branch. The moat significant bit of ORB 1 B need to start the CAKAC cycle when set 
to e logical one end cad It when reset to a logical zero. See Table 2. 

Since only five bice are available to specify F.C.H and A, this iaforoation is passed 
to the latches with four transfers. The three remaining bits provide the following: 1) two 
possible interrupting sources to the Apple computer (front panel connector or the CAHAC 
line I00k-At-He (LAN), 2) a general Interrupt mask, ami 3) a bandabake mode between the 
computer and the CAHAC system. 

Data transfers to or froa CAKAC are done via the VIA Input/Output Register A (IRA/ORA). 
The IRA is used if the function le FO-F7 involving the ceu& lines within the crate dataway. 
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TABU 2. 6522 Register. Died 

1) Register 0 "ORB" Output Register B 
OFFFFFOO Latch CAMAC function F 
oqicccoi Latch CAHnC crate C 

1*0 -» BMC interrupt 
1-1 •» LAN interrupt 
Q-o -» N O handshake 
Q-l - Q handshake 

OMNNNttlO. Latch station N 
OMAAAA11: Latch aubaddress A 

H-i * mask interrupt 
lEQOOtXX: CAMAC cycle start 
COWKOOCX: CAMAC cycle stop 

2) Register 1 "OKA/IRA" Output/Input Register A 
Data to CAMAC If F Is F14-F13 (POKE) 
Data free CAMAC if F Is F0-F5 (PEEK) 

3) Register 3 "DDKB" Data Direction Register B 
Always FF(HEX) 

4) Register 3 "BDRA" Data Direction Register A 
0: Read from CAMAC 
FF: Write to CAMAC 

5) Reglnter C "PCK" Peripheral Control Register 
10H11011: CA1 positive edge 

CA2 pulse outptit 
CB1 positive edge interrupt 
B^l * nanaHr 
EM) * if handshake set with ORB 

6) Register 0 "IFR" Interrupt Flag Register 
TXXXOHCOi Test high bit for event 

Or generate 6502 interrupt 
7) Register E "IER" Interrupt Enable Register 

EXXXOXXO: E enables interrupt 

ORA is used when the function is F14-F23 fox a write to CAKAC ceemand. Under software con
trol the Data Direction Register A (DORA) suet be set properly so that the VIA transceivers 
are pointed in the right direction accordingly to the CAHaC function. Inwards for Input 
(F0-F7) and outward* for data, output (F16-F23). 

A block diagram of the CAMAPPtE Interface is shorn In figure 3. 
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5. SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS 
A. CAHAC Function and Address 
The FCHA Information must be prepared In advance before a function can be successfully 

performed. The Data Direction Register B (SORB) of the VIA, address C0X2(HFXJ where X cor
responds to the location of the Apple based I/O board, oust always be written with "FF" {BEX) 
for thlB application. The set-up is done vtth four transfers to the VIA ORB. This data is 
latched within the CS M a m E module when vriting to the I/O address C0X0(16>. Bits 1 and 0 
specify which CAIUFPLE register Is being loaded. This is summarized In Table 3. 

TABLE 3. CAMaC Function Encoding Scheme 

BITS 1 0 COWMND 

D D 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

Load bits 6-Z to function register (F) 
Load bits 4-z to crate register (C) 
Load bits 6-z to station register <N) 
Load bits 5-2 to address register (A) 

>. CAMAC Cycle 
A CAHAC cycle Is started when the most significant bit of ORB («87) Is changed from a 

zero to one and i* ended when 0RB7 changes from one to sero. Setting or resetting 0BB7 
does not effect the content of CAKAITLI: F.C.N and A registers regardless of 08B1 and OBBO. 
Their content is gated to the Branch Highway when 0RB7 is set. 
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C. CAMAC Data Transfers 
Data between the CAHAC system and the Apple coaputer is transferred vie the VIA Input/ 

Output Register A (IRA/ORA) et the address C0X1(16). Therefore the Data Direction Register 
A ;D£BA) must be properly programed. Its content mist be 00 If the function aet in 
CAHAFPLE Is F0-F7, and to FP(16) If the function Is P16-F23C1C). Up to three data byte 
transfers can take place In either direction. 

For a read conmand the CAHAC cycle is started by setting 0RB7, then up to three "PEEK" 
Instructions to IRA cay be done to transfer a 24 bit CAHAC vord In three successive bytes 
before resetting 0937. Similarly only one or two bytes can be accessed if desired. The 
first byte transferred Is always the least significant one of the CAKAC ward after ORB? has 
been set to e one. 

In the ease of a write command the process is reversed. Up to three "POKE" Instruc
tions to OKA Bay be done. Once the data has been transferred to CAHAPPLE, 0RB7 la set to 
start Che CAHAC cycle and reset to end it. 

D. External Interrupts 
The Interface can handle one of tuo interrupts. The software selects the interrupting 

source with bit 5 at the CAMAPPLE C register, Hhen hit 5 Is zero the Interrupting sojrce 
Is from a LEHO connector located on the front panel, when set to a one the CAHAC Look-At-He 
(LAM) signal may generate an interrupt. Bit 6 of the A register within the CAHAFPLE module 
Is set te ans. This bit acts as an overall interrupt mask. When ISC to a one the Inter
rupt rsqutst Is sent to the VIA. 

E. Hsndshake Mode 
Several CAMAC functions require a handshake node. Such as s Test LAK <P8) or Test 

Status (FJJ) command. When these commands are presentrd to a CAHAC system, the addressed 
nodule generates the appropriate Q response. It Is thitn necessary that the host computer 
recognise the response since no data transfer occurs. We have Implemented this with the 
handshake feature of the VIA and a control bit In CAHAFPLE C register. 

F. Interface Intelligence 
A Programmable Read Only Heoory (PROW) is located on the I/P board for users defined 

applications; 256 bytes are accessible with an address ranging from CEOO to Otft where 
X is the slot number la which the I/O card is plugged-ln. 

A IX byte FROM was used because oi Its availability at SLAC. This permits four differ
ent routines of 2S* bytes each. They are selected by the Pual-In-Llns switch jack mounted 
on the I/O board. 

The interface has been made Intelligent by the addition of a PROM software which makes 
it unnecesssry for the user to know anything about the Interface except the calling address. 
Ths Apple parlphersl slots each have a command associated with then which calls the lowest 
address on the FKOH. This command is "PRfn" where "n" Is the perlphrral slot number 0-7. 

Ths CAMAPPLE FKOH assumes the existence of BIX BASIC variables) F, C, N, A, D m.3 IR. 
F,C,N,A constitute the CAKAC function; n is the lo-blt datum reed to »r fron CAHAC depend
ing on the function F; and IR Is a pointer set by the FROM to paint to ths Interrupt flag 
rsglstsr (for test/handshake). These mnemonic names allow the user to internet with the 
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CAMaC buss directly or through a BASIC program, (or example, after power-on the only com
mend* necessary to execute a CAMaC instruction arc: 

1*0 
0 4 
H-IS 
A-4 
FRJ3 
PltlHTB 

which prints the contents of sobaddresa * at acatlon 15 In crate a. Repeated readings of 
the saae location can be accoaplianed with PR#3 z PRINT b, since the CAMAC lnasriietljn haB 
bean latched Into the Interface. 
6. APPLICAIIOHS 

The following i» a list of applications of CAHAFPU! at S1AC: 
A. The OUttPPLB system was need Co replace the readout function of a HOVA 1200 com

puter which uae uaad to monitor and control a 200 kilowatt beam line magnet system while 
the HOVA was out for rapaivs. 

B. The OUUPFLE system was used to provide local intelligence at a remote site tc 
evaluate new beam position monitors being installed In the SLAC llnac ea a part >i a 
computerisation of the accelerator control. 

C. The primary application of the system has been in a teat lab for the development 
of a Cerenkov rlng-laaging detector.3 This detector must detect single photons and record 
their position In x and y coordinates, the hlgh-resolutian graphics and Its cast of appli
cation combined with ths CAHAfPLE interface to the CAMAC data bass matte a versatile system. 
Come typical displays from this work are shown in figure 4. 
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Figure «. Vse of CMMPPLE and APPLE In Detector Develonnent 

7. CONCLUSION 

Ihe CAMAPPLE interface provides acceas to the CAMnC buafl fros tha apple eoaputer, 
Zola adda a new teal to the spectrum of dedleated coapnterB available for high-energy 
phyalea hardwara derolopanat. 
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